NAAMES Afternoon WX Discussion

Thursday, November 12, 2015
Friday 11/13
Waves: NNW 9-12 ft
Winds: Variable 0-10 kts
Scattered-clear low, clear mid, scattered-clear high high
No precip
Temp ~ upper 30's
WC ~ 28 F

Monday 11/16
Waves: SSE 7-12 ft
Winds: NNE 15-20 kts
Broken-overcast low, scattered mid, clear high
Small chance of light precip
Temp ~ lower 40's

Saturday 11/14
Waves: NNW 7-12 ft
Winds: NW 10-15 kts
Scattered-broken low, scattered mid, high
No precip
Temp ~ upper 30's
WC ~ 28 F

Tuesday 11/17
Waves: SSE 9-15 ft
Winds: NNW 15-20 knots
Scattered-broken low, mid, clear high
Small chance of light precip
Temp ~ lower 40's

Friday 11/20
Waves: ft
Winds: NNE 15-20 kts
Scattered-broken all levels
Small chance of light precip
Temp ~ upper 40's

Saturday 11/21
Waves: ft
Winds: NNE 25-30 kts
Broken-overcast low, mid, scattered high
Possible light precip
Temp ~ mid 50s

Sunday 11/15
Waves: S 9-12 ft
Winds: NWW 10-15 kts
Scattered low, clear mid, high
No precip
Temp ~ upper 30s
WC ~ upper 20s

Wednesday 11/18
Waves: SSE 9-15 ft
Winds: NNW 20-25 knots
Scattered to broken low, mid, clear high
Small chance of light precip
Temp ~ upper 40's

Thursday 11/19
Waves: NW 9-15 ft
Winds: NWW 15-20 kts
Scattered to broken all levels
Small chance of light precip
Temp ~ upper 40's

Tuesday 11/17
Waves: SSE 9-15 ft
Winds: NNW 15-20 knots
Scattered-broken low, mid, clear high
Small chance of light precip
Temp ~ lower 40's
Terra/Aqua Chlorophyll (Nov. 5-7)